THE CYCLE OF CREATION
In the center of your being exists a doorway through which you can access energy to create a new reality. Your body is connected to many realities through
the elements - earth, wind, water, fire and ether. These elements are not only a part of Mother Earth’s body, but is also a part of the grander Universe.
These elements has properties which supports other life firms on earth and beyond. These elements have an interesting life cycle. They go back to the source
from where they were created and take on a different form before they emerge again - not necessarily as an element, but something else. So a fire element
may change its energy contents and become part of something else, e.g. a particle as part of Moss or a Fungus. At the end of the life cycle of the moss or
fungus, this particle will again rejoin with the source energy and re-emerge once again to become part of some other thing. This is the cycle of Creation. How
does it relate to human beings? Since the basic component of human make up is elements and elemental structures are changing, it means, there is change
with in your being. So let us say - you want to add something to enhance one of the basic qualities of a particular element with in your being. Although
you procure the items to do that (to have more earth energy - by bringing in a piece of stone in your environment), the element in that stone may have
shifted as some of the core particles that make up the stone may have shifted and you may not be able to pull in the full benefit of that element to you.
Your basic nature is elements. Since they are changing, you are also changing continuously. How to be in the flow with the elemental change with in you.
There are mechanisms in the body which regulates this. Your Kidneys, Gall bladder and Spleen plays a role in this.
light from Sun and Moon and these two feeds the elements structures.
and also by the rhythms of the body.

These body parts draw forth particles of

The elements in the body is influenced by the sound you hear, the air you breath

Your Elbows of both the hands are caretakers and they are called as Repairmen with in your body and ask these

organs to balance what you need. Each organ is a separate entity and has a separate function. So call in your workman from the elbows to balance your
elements. You will start to see immediate results. Since you are a quantum being and exists multi dimensionally, you can call forth the basic elements which
make up your life multi dimensionally. These are different than the elements which constitute your earth body. The basic component of your multi
dimensional body is Plasma energy which are created from the particles coming from Stars. Hence you are called Star Beings and you have a fascination with
Stars. It reminds you of your basic material of which you are made up in your higher reality. You can request this plasma energy through the portal of your
heart area - about 8 inches of in front of your heart area.

Exercise -

work with the portal and plasma energy for 21 days and you will change the basic structures of your life since the basic elements will be

replaced by plasma energy and you will feel more secured, starts to feel your inner divinity and open the door for more Self Love.
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